
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 92, iss. 9, pp. 635 { 638 c 2010 November 10Acceleration of particles by nonrotating charged black holesO.B.Zaslavskii1)Kharkov V.N.Karazin National University, 61077 Kharkov, UkraineSubmitted 23 September 2010Recently, in the series of works a new e�ect of acceleration of particles by black holes was found. Undercertain conditions, the energy in the centre of mass frame can become in�nitely large. The essential ingredientof such e�ect is the rotation of a black hole. In the present Letter, we argue that the similar e�ect exists fora nonrotating but charged black hole even for the simplest case of radial motion of particles in the Reissner-Nordstr�om background. All main features of the e�ect under discussion due to rotating black holes have theircounterpart for the nonrotating charged ones.I. Introduction. Recently, it was made an inter-esting observation that black holes can accelerate parti-cles up to unlimited energies Ecm in the centre of massframe [1]. This stimulated further works in which de-tails of this process were investigated [2 { 6] and, in par-ticular was found that the e�ect is present not only forextremal black holes but also for nonextremal ones [2].These results have been obtained for the Kerr metric(they were also extended to the extremal Kerr-Newmanone [3] and the stringy black hole [4]). In the work [7]generalization of these observations was performed andit was demonstrated that the e�ect in question existsin a generic black hole background (so a black hole canbe surrounded by matter) provided a black hole is ro-tating. Thus, rotation seemed to be an essential partof the e�ect. It is also necessary that one of collidingparticles have the angular momentum L1 = E1=!H [7],where E is the energy, !H is the angular velocity of ageneric rotating black hole. If !H ! 0, L1 !1, so forany particles with �nite L the e�ect becomes impossible.Say, in the Schwarzschild space-time, the ratio Ecm=m(m is the mass of particles) is �nite and cannot exceed2p5 for particles coming from in�nity [8].Meanwhile, sometimes the role played by the an-gular momentum and rotation, is e�ectively modeledby the electric charge and potential in the spherically-symmetric space-times. So, one may ask the question:can we achieve the in�nite acceleration without rotation,simply due to the presence of the electric charge? Apartfrom interest on its own., the positive answer wouldbe also important in that spherically-symmetric space-times are usually much simpler and admit much moredetailed investigation, mimicking relevant features of ro-tating space-times. As we will see below, the answers isindeed \yes"! Moreover, in [1 { 7] rotation manifesteditself in both properties of the background metric and1)e-mail: zaslav@ukr.net

in the nonzero value of angular momentums of collidingparticles. However, below we show that both manifesta-tions of rotation can be absent but nonetheless the e�ectunder discussion reveals itself. This is demonstrated forthe radial motion of particles in the Reissner-Nordstr�omblack hole, so not only !H = 0 but also L1 = L2 = 0for both colliding particles. It is surprising that the ef-fect reveals itself even in so simple situation (which isdiscussed even in textbooks).Formally, the results for the accleration of chargedparticle by the Reissner-Nordstr�om black hole can beobtained from the corresponding formulas for the Kerr-Newman metric. Although the Kerr-Newman metricwas discussed in [3], only motion of uncharged parti-cles with angular momenta was analyzed, the metric be-ing extremal, so there was no crucial di�erence fromthe acceleration in the Kerr metric. However, now weare dealing with the situation when a particular case isin a sense more interesting than a general one since itreveals a qualitatively di�erent underlying reason of ac-celeration to in�nite energies. We also discuss both theextremal and nonextremal metrics.II. Basic formulas. Consider the metric of theReissner-Nordstr�om black holeds2 = �dt2f + dr2=f + r2d!2: (1)Here d!2 = sin2 �d�2 + d�2, f = 1 � 2M=r + Q2=r2where M is the black hole mass, Q is its charge. Theevent horizon lies at r = rH =M +pM2 �Q2. Con-sider a radial motion of the particle having the charge qand rest mass m. Then, its equations of motion readmu0 = m_t = 1f �E � qQr � , (2)m2 _r2 = �E � qQr �2 �m2f . (3)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010 635



636 O.B.ZaslavskiiHere, E is the conserved energy, dot denotes di�erenti-ation with respect to the proper time � , u� is the four-velocity. In what follows, we assume that the di�erenceE � qQ=rH � 0, so it is positive for all r > rH (motion\forward in time") .Let two particles (labeled by i = 1; 2) fall into theblack hole, so _r1 < 0, _r2 < 0. The relevant quantitywhich we are interested in is the energy in the centre ofmass frame [1 { 7] which is equal toEcm = mp2(1� u1�u2�). (4)It follows from (2){(4) thatE2cm2m2 = 1 + X1X2 � Z1Z2fm2 ; (5)where Xi = Ei � qiQr , Zi =qX2i �m2f . (6)III. Limiting transitions for energy. Now, weare going to examine what happens in di�erent limitingtransitions which involve the near-horizon region wheref ! 0.1) Let f ! 0. Then, we obtain from the (5), (6) thatE2cm(H)2m2 = 1 + 12 �q2(H) � q2q1(H) � q1 + q1(H) � q11q2(H) � q22 � ; (7)where qi(H) � EirH=Q. It is worth noting that, asrH � Q (for the de�niteness, we take Q > 0), the criticalcharge q(H) > E. If a particle falls from in�nity, E > mwhence q(H) > m, so a particle with the charge q(H) isovercharged in this sense.2) If, say, q1 = q1(H)(1 � �) with � � 1 andq2 6= q2(H), the energy Ecm(H) � 1=p� can be madeas large as one likes. Thus, we have thatlimq1!q1(H) limr!rH Ecm =1: (8)3) Let now q1 = q1(H) from the very beginning,q2 6= q2(H). Then, X1 = E1(1 � rH=r). For the nonex-tremal horizon, in the vicinity of the horizon the expres-sion inside the square root is dominated by the term�m2f and becomes negative. This means that the hori-zon is unreachable, so this case is irrelevant for our pur-poses. Instead, let us consider the extremal horizon,M = Q = rH , f = (1� rH=r)2. After simple manipula-tions, we �nd that near the horizon,E2cm2m2 = 1 + X2(H)m2(1� rHr ) �� hE1 �p(E21 �m2)i+O ��1� rHr �� . (9)

Thus, Ecm diverges in the horizon limit:limr!rH limq1!q1(H) Ecm =1: (10)4) For completeness, we should also consider the caseq1 = q1(H), q2 = q2(H) for the extremal horizon. Then,Xi = Ei(1� rH=r), Zi = (1� rH=r)pE2i �m2 and weobtain thatE2cm2m2 = 1 + E1E2 �pE21 �m2pE22 �m2m2 ; (11)so the energy remains �nite and this case is of no interestin the present context.IV. Limiting transitions for time and condi-tions of collision. In the above consideration, weshowed that the energy Ecm can be made as large asone likes provided q1 ! q1(H) and collision occurs nearthe horizon. Meanwhile, it is also essential to be surethat collision itself can be realized. Preliminarily, it canbe understood that this is indeed the case, by analogywith the Kerr case where this was issue traced in detail[1 { 6].Consider what happens in more detail. Let at themoment of the coordinate time t = 0 particle 1 starts tomove towards the horizon at the point ri, at the later mo-ment t = t0 > 0 particle 2 does the same (the precedenthistory of particles is unimportant). Then, the conditionof collision at the point r = rf readst0 = t1 � t2 > 0,t1 = Z rirf drX1fpX21 �m2f ,t2 = Z rirf drX2fpX22 �m2f . (12)To this end, it is su�cient (say, for Q > 0) to takeq2 � q1, E2 > E1. Then, X2 > X1 for any r, and it isobvious that indeed the time t0 > 0.Then rf ! rH , each of integrals in (12) divergesin accordance with the well known fact that when thehorizon is approached, the time measured by clocks of aremote observer is in�nite. Let us discuss what happensto t0 in the limiting situations 1)-4) discussed aboveIf we take the horizon limit 1) we �nd that t0 is �nitefor q1 6= q1(H), q2 6= q2(H). Both proper times �1, �2 arealso �nite. If, afterwards, we consider q1 = q1(H)(1� �)with � � 1, the time t is still �nite, the allowed re-gion for particle 1 near the horizon shrinks since thepositivity the allowed region for particle 1 near thehorizon shrinks since the positivity of (3) entails thatrH < r < rH + A�2 where A = r2H2pM2�Q2 �Em�2. Theproper time �1 � �; �2 � �2.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



Acceleration of particles by nonrotating charged black holes 637In case 3) the horizon is extemal and q = q(H). Then,one can obtain the exact explicit expressions:t1= EpE21�m2 �r+2rH ln(r�rH)� r2Hr � rH �rirf ; (13)�1 = mpE21 �m2 �ri � rf + ln ri � rHrf � rH � . (14)If rf ! rH , t1 � (rf � rH)�1 � t2. The proper time�1 diverges logarithmically, �2 is �nite, so that the situ-ation is very similar to the case of the extremal rotatingblack holes (cf. [2, 7]). Moreover, calculating the sec-ond derivative �r from (3), one can see that in the caseunder discussion both _r and �r asymptotically vanish asthe particle approaches the horizon, so particle 1 haltsin the sense that r almost does not change (in terms ofthe proper distance l, the derivative dl=d� is �nite butl itself diverges for the extremal horizon). Correspond-ingly, particle 2 will inevitably will come up with a slowfalling particle 1 and will collide with it.Thus, we checked that in all cases of interest particle2 can indeed overtakes particle 1, so collision will occur.This happens for a �nite (or even almost vanishing) in-terval of the proper time of particle 2 after the start ofmotion in point ri.V. Extraction of energy after collision. Up tonow, we discussed the e�ect of in�nitey growing energyin the centre of mass frame. Meanwhile, for observa-tions in laboratory, it is important to know what canbe seen by an observer sitting at in�nity. This poses aquestion about the possibility of extraction of the energyafter collision. Below, we suggest preliminary analysisfor the process near the horizon similar to what has beencarried out in Sec.2 of [2] for rotating black holes.Let two particles with energies E1; E2 and chargesq1; q2 experience collision and turn into two other par-ticles with energies "1; "2 and charges e1; e2. From theconservation law we have for the energy, the radial mo-mentum (3):and the electric charge:E1 +E2 = "1 + "2, (15)� 24s�E1 � q1Qr �2 �m2f35++ 24s�E2 � q2Qr �2 �m2f35 == 24s�"1 � e1Qr �2 �m2f35�

� 24s�"2 � e2Qr �2 �m2f35 ; (16)q1 + q2 = e1 + e2: (17)The signs are chosen so, that before the collision bothparticles move towards a black hole and after it particle1 goes outside a black hole and particle 2 goes inside. Ifcollision occurs at the horizon f = 0, the system simpli-�es and one �nds explicitly"1 = Qr+ e1, "2 = E1 +E2 � "1, e2 = q1 + q2 � e1.(18)From (18), we obtain the bound "1 � e1. If, say,all particles have charges of the same order qi � ei � q(i=1,2) which remain the same after elastic scattering,then "1 . q. As far as the extraction of the energy is con-cerned, the collision with the critical value of the chargeqH of the falling particle leading to the unbound energyin the centre of mass is not singled out in this process.Thus, from the viewpoint of an observer at in�nity, onecannot gain much energy in elastic scattering. Rather,the main new physical e�ects from the collision with un-bound energy in the centre of mass can be connectedwith new (yet unknown) physics at Planck scale due tocreation of new kinds of particles:At the �rst glance, the bound for the extracted en-ergy is similar to that claimed in [6] for the rotatingcase, with m replaced by q. However, this bound wasrefuted in [2] where no bound was found at all. Thedi�erence between the situations considered here and in[6, 2] consists in that the angular momentum of a par-ticle can be taken arbitrarily large after collision whilewe assume that an electric charge does not change (atleast, signi�cantly) after collisions.VI. Critical electric charge and creation ofpairs. Up to now, our consideration was pure clas-sical. Meanwhile, it is known that in the electric�eld of a Reissner-Nordstr�om black hole, creation ofelectron-positron pairs leads to diminishing of its elec-tric charge [9]. Does this process inuence signi�cantlythe e�ect discussed in our article? The pair productionis energetically favorable, if Q � �e rHc2 where � is theelectron mass, e its electric charge (in this section werestore explicitly the speed oight c, the gravitationalconstant G and the Planck constant ~). Meanwhile, inour consideration the charge of one of two colliding par-ticles should be close but slightly less that qH = mc2Q rH(for simplicity, we assume that the energy E � mc2�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 92 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



638 O.B.Zaslavskiithat corresponds to the particle nonrelativistic at in�n-ity). Therefore, if one tries to apply our formulas tothis case directly, it is seen that the system is close tothe threshold of pair production but is somewhat belowit. However, particle production comes into play in anindirect way. Consider the collision of (quasi)classicalheavy particles such that �e rHc2 < Q < mq rHc2. Then,the creation of light particles (electrons and positrons)will change the value of the black hole charge and, thus,a�ect the critical value for heavy particles. As is known[9], the charge, independently on the exact initial value,falls o� rather rapidly to the value Q1 = ��2c3r2H=e~.This entails the grow of the electric charge needed forthe e�ect of acceleration under discussion to occur. Weassume that our colliding particles represent or con-sist of stable atoms, so it is natural to assume thatqH < 137e = ~c=e to avoid quantum instability of parti-cles themselves. Then, after the substitution of Q1 intothe formula for qH we obtain the inequalityM > mG � e��2 � 1042m. (19)It is seen that this inequality does not contain thePlanck constant. If we take, say, m � 100mp, wheremp is the proton mass, we have that M > 1020g that isnot restrictive from the astrophysical viewpoint.VII. Conclusions. Thus, we reproduced all mainfeatures, existing for acceleration of particles in rotatingblack holes: for the nonextremal horizon the energy inthe centre of mass frame is �nite but can be made aslarge as one like, for the extremal case with the criticalvalue of charge q(H) it diverges. In the latter case theproper time is also in�nite, so in a sense the situationresembles the remote singularity unreachable in a �niteproper time.In our consideration, we neglect gravitational andelectromagnetic radiation and backreaction on the met-ric. The case of nonrotating black holes is especiallyuseful in a given context in that it seems to facilitate theevaluation of the role of such e�ects which is a separatesubject for further investigation.

In the present work, we restricted ourselves by theReissner-Nordstr�om metric but it is clear from themethod of derivation that e�ect should persist in moregeneral situation of a black hole surrounded by matter(so-called \dirty" black hole). In this sense, the e�ectis as universal as its counterpart for rotating black holes[7], provided one of colliding particle has a special valueof the electric charge.In spite of the in�nite energy of collision in the centreof mass frame, the energy of charged particles remainsbound after elastic scattering. Therefore, in this contextone can expect new physical e�ects detectable in ob-servations (at least, in principle) not from high energybursts but, rather due to new channel of reactions atPlanck scale, entailing new scenarios in particle physicsand astrophysics.I thank Yuri Pavlov for stimulating discussion anduseful comments.1. M. Banados, J. Silk, and S.M. West, Phys. Rev. Lett.103, 111102 (2009).2. A.A. Grib and Yu.V. Pavlov, Pis'ma v ZhETF 92, 147(2010) [JETP Letters. 92, 125 (2010)].3. Shao-Wen Wei, Yu-Xiao Liu, Heng Guo,and Chun-E Fu,arXiv: 1006.1056.4. Shao-Wen Wei, Yu-Xiao Liu, Hai-Tao Li, and Feng-WeiChen, arXiv:1007.4333.5. E. Berti, V. Cardoso, L. Gualtieri et al., Phys. Rev.Lett.103, 239001 (2009).6. T. Jacobson and T.P. Sotiriou, Phys. Rev. Lett. 104,021101 (2010).7. O. B. Zaslavskii, arXiv:1007.3678; Phys. Rev. D 82,083004 (2010).8. A.N. Baushev, Int. J. Mod. Phys. D 18, 1195 (2009).9. M. A. Markov and V.P. Frolov, Theor. Math. Phys. 3,1 (1970); W.T. Zaumen, Nature 247, 530 (1974); G.W.Gibbons, Comm. Math. Phys. 44, 245 (1975); T. Damourand R. Ru�ni, Phys. Rev. Lett. 35, 463 (1975); I. D.Novikov and A.A. Starobinsky, Sov. Phys. - JETP 51, 1(1980).
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